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Korn Shell Programming by Example is a straight-forward, nuts and bolts book that will become a standard in the libraries of Unix administrators everywhere because of its real-life examples, progressive style, and lack of unnecessary fluff. Based on the Korn shell, it is an essential reference for administrators on how to program their system, and it is also beneficial for those new to Unix who need to know how to automate their system. Most of all, Korn Shell Programming by Example teaches and arms readers with the ability to solve problems they might encounter.     

       About the Author

 

Dennis O'Brien started his technical career as a COBOL programmer during the early 1970s. He has participated in each daring step made by the industry since then and stands in awe of all that has transpired. This is his first book-writing effort, although he has delivered many symposium sessions and papers, and portions of his published code lives in private software. Through his company, Bruden Corp. (bruden), he has created materials for many technical classes with focus on C language programming, Shell programming, UNIX User, UNIX Admin, UNIX Internals, and various OpenVMS courses.

 

Dennis is a co-owner of the Bruden Corporation. He started working in the   computer industry in 1972, began working with and delivering training on OpenVMS   in 1983 with Digital Equipment Corp., and has been providing UNIX training and   development since 1989 with Vastek Co. and Bruden Corp. He was a co-founder of   the Vastek Company. He won five Instructor Excellence awards while working for   Digital Equipment Corporation. He provides training and development in UNIX from   the user to the internals level. He also provides training in OpenVMS and C   programming languages.

 

He has trained many Compaq Computer Corporation's customer support center   engineers. He is known by many of Compaq's employees and customers as one of the   best technical instructors in the industry. He has a unique ability to address   the needs of the most novice and the most technical audiences in a manner that   makes learning technical details easy and fun.
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Statistics for Research (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for the Second Edition
"Statistics for Research has other fine qualities besides     superior organization. The examples and the statistical methods are laid out     with unusual clarity by the simple device of using special formats for each.     The book was written with great care and is extremely user-friendly."—The...
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Implementing 802.11 with Microcontrollers: Wireless Networking for Embedded Systems Designers (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2005
Wireless networking is poised to have a massive impact on communications, and the 802.11 standard is to wireless networking what Ethernet is to wired networking. There are already over 50 million devices using the dominant IEEE 802.11 (essentially wireless Ethernet) standard, with astronomical growth predicted over the next 10 years. New...
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Real Leaders Don't Boss: Inspire, Motivate, and Earn Respect from Employees and Watch Your Organization SoarCareer Press, 2012

	"...throw away the heavy textbooks and get set for some real-world wisdom from someone who has been there and done it..."

	--Mike McCurry, White House Press Secretary for President Clinton, Principal, Public Strategies Washington, Inc.

	

	"Ritch has deep leadership knowledge and experience, and this book...
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2002

	Designed to help readers develop the essential skills of computer animation, a hands-on tutorial combines detailed exercises and real-world case studies with step-by-step instruction to explain the animation applications of Macromedia Flash. Original. (Intermediate)
...
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Municipal Solid Waste Incinerator Residues (Studies in Environmental Science)Elsevier Limited, 1997


	The International Ash Working Group (IAWG) was established in 1989 to conduct an

	in-depth review of the existing scientific data and develop a state-of-knowledge treatise

	on MSW incinerator residue characterisation, disposal, treatment and utilisation. The

	topics of operator and worker health and safety, and health risk assessment...
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Multi-Agent-Based Simulation III: 4th International Workshop, MABS 2003, Melbourne, Australia, July 14th, 2003, Revised PapersSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Multi-Agent-Based Simulation, MABS 2003, held in Melbourne, Australia as part of AAMAS 2003.
The 11 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement. The papers...
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